**NOTES:**

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
1. ALL RESISTOR VALUES ARE IN OHMS
2. ALL RESISTORS ARE 1/4 WATT 5% OR BETTER
3. CAPACITOR VALUES ARE IN PICO FARADS
4. ALL NON POLARIZED CAPACITORS ARE 50V OR BETTER
   VALUES BELOW 470pF ARE NPO/COG TYPE 5%
   VALUES 470pF TO 1000pF ARE X7R 10%
   VALUES ABOVE 1000pF ARE ZSU +/- 20%
5. ALL POLARIZED CAPACITORS ARE 20% OR BETTER
6. ALL DIODES ARE 1N4148
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JP1-JP6 JUMPERS ENABLE THE USE OF EITHER 6264'S OR 62256'S.

FOR 6264'S TIE:
JP1-JP3
JP2-JP5

FOR 62256 TIE:
JP3-JP4
JP5-JP6
RESISTOR VALUES ON CON 4, 5, 6, 7 ARE TO BE DETERMINED
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